Nahsholim,
Dor Beach
Settled into Dor Beach, 10 minutes from
Zichron Yaacov, Nahsholim is the best of all
worlds: it houses a range of options from
family-friendly cabins with various amenities
to luxury boutique suites with private pools
and a straight-shot view of the beach. What
started off as a kibbutz in the 70s has since
grown into multi-purpose lodging for everyone
and anyone, yet the kibbutznik spirit hasn’t
wavered.
At its core, the accommodations include a
cafeteria-like setting for meals (with halfboard and full-board options) at the on-site
Rozmarin Restaurant, as well as activities
for the kiddies. Hammocks line the common
walkways and children’s singing can be heard
blasting from karaoke machines in the early
evening. All of this is cute and fun, if that is
what you are looking for, however, couples
seeking a secluded getaway will also find
refuge here, albeit with a pricier tab.
The exclusive suites, (designed by star
Feigin Architects, of Mitzpe Ramon’s famed
Beresheet Hotel), are set apart from the rest
of the lodgings in a more resort-like area.
The double buildings house two floors of 16
modern and beautifully-designed suites, each
including a king-size bed, a natural stone
bath and shower, and a private terrace facing
the sea - sprawling out into an infinity pool.
What’s more is the sheer history and serenity
encompassing the entire surroundings.
Dor Beach, one of Israel’s least touristy
stretches of white sands, is located in a
natural lagoon that protects the pristine, wellpreserved coastal area. Visitors can take an
archaeological tour of the vicinity, one that is
rife with historical significance: “Tel Dor” was
a major port and a crossroads between East
and West in ancient times.
The bay’s natural harbor has attracted ships
dating back 5,000 years. Tours of the ongoing
excavations are held on weekends with staff
archaeologists, including Dr. Kurt Raveh,
a world-renown local historian and marine
archaeologist who has lived on the premises
for close to 40 years and serves as a chief
expert on the region. Walk along the ruins and
take in spectacular views of the Blue Grotto,
Lover’s Beach and a chain of islands scattered
with fisherman in the early mornings. Twentyeight sunken ships have been excavated in
the area, so there is no shortage of interest
for divers and snorkelers. The local diving
center Northern Winds (northern-wind.com)
offers gear and tours in the Habonim Nature
Reserve, including rental of pedal boats,
kayaks, surfboards and scuba gear.

Book it  Dor Beach (04-6399533
nahsholim.co.il)
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